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ABSTRACT: Comprehending and controlling the stability of glasses
is one of the most challenging issues in glass science. Here we explore
the microscopic origin of the ultrastability of a Cu−Zr−Al metallic
glass (MG). It is revealed that the ultrastable window (0.7−0.8 Tg) of
MGs correlates with the enhanced degree of nanoscale-to-mesoscale
structural/mechanical heterogeneity and the connection of stability-
favored clusters. On one side, the increased fraction of stability-
favored clusters promotes the formation of a stable percolating
network through a critical percolation transition, which is essential to
form ultrastable MG. On the other side, the enhanced heterogeneity
arising from an increased distribution in local clusters may promote
synergistically a more efficient and frustrated packing of amorphous
structure, contributing to the ultrastability. The present work sheds
new light on the stability of MGs and provides a step toward next-
generation MGs with superior stability and performances.
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Glasses undergo natural aging during storage and
crystallization upon continuous heating. Understanding

and enhancing the stability against aging and crystallization of
glasses are of significance not only for fundamental science but
also for performance and reliability in applications.1−3 Recent
experiments demonstrate that glasses created by vapor
deposition show extraordinary stability and many attractive
properties compared with liquid quenched glasses.3−11 Usually,
ultrastable glasses can be created in a relatively low depositing
rate within a narrow deposition temperature (Tsub) range
below Tg (Tg is the glass transition temperature of a liquid
quenched glass).12−15 This optimal temperature differs slightly
in different kinds of glasses, locating around 0.7−0.8 Tg for
some metallic glasses (MGs), and about 0.8−0.9 Tg for many
organic glasses.1,7,12−14 The correlations between ultrastability
with Kauzmann temperature and Johari−Goldstein β-relaxa-
tion were suggested.7,15 However, the microscopic mechanisms
ruling the ultrastable window of ∼0.7−0.9 Tg are not well
understood even for MG systems without complex inter- and
intramolecular interactions.16−20 Besides, it was reported that
ultrastability cannot be obtained in some Zr-based MGs.16,17

This composition-selected ultrastability is a mystery in MG
systems.
Here we explore the correlation between stability and

nanoscale-to-mesoscale structural/mechanical heterogeneity of
Zr46Cu46Al8 MGs. It is observed that the crystallization
temperature (Tx) increases vastly from 755 to 875 K when
the Tsub increases from 298 to 560 K (0.80 Tg). But when

deposited at 596 K (0.85 Tg), the obtained MG shows a
massive decrease of Tx to 667 K. By using start-of-the-art
structure characterizations, we unveil that combined effects of
the moderately enhanced heterogeneity arising from increased
dispersity of structural units and the formation of a percolating
network of stability-favored clusters are crucial to forming
ultrastable metallic glass (UMG). The ordinary-ultrastable
transition of stability in MGs can be considered as a
percolation transition of stability-favored clusters. Moreover,
distinct relaxation behaviors of the nanoscale-to-mesoscale
heterogeneity have been observed between the UMG and
ordinary MG.
Figure 1 depicts the in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns

measured at different temperatures for the MGs deposited at
298, 560, and 596 K (later denoted as MG-298, MG-560, and
MG-596, respectively). All the XRD patterns of the as-
deposited MGs show amorphous characteristics, with a small
peak around ∼28° from the Pt sample holder. The amorphous
nature can be further seen from the TEM images and their
corresponding FFT patterns (Figure S1). Despite similar TEM
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features, these MGs exhibit vastly different thermal stabilities
against crystallization. MG-298 remains amorphous in 300−
823 K within the resolution limit of XRD (Figure 1a), and a
crystalline peak appears at 833 K. In contrast, no crystalline
peak can be observed below and at 933 K (Figure 1b) for MG-
560, and some crystalline peaks are detected at 973 K,
implying a much higher Tx. However, some crystalline peaks
are observed from 673 K for MG-596 (Figure 1c), indicating
its worst stability. The resistivity measurements with
continuous heating are further carried out to detect the
crystallization event. As shown in Figure 1d, the resistivity of
MG-298 shows a sudden considerable reduction around 755 K
due to crystallization. This Tx ∼ 755 K is similar to that
observed by another publication.19 The MG-560 and MG-596
samples show the largest Tx ∼ 875 K and lowest Tx ∼ 667 K,
respectively. These results are consistent with the XRD results.
Next, we investigated the mechanical heterogeneity at the

nanoscale and the mesoscale in the MGs by using the image
ability of the KLA Tencor G200. Figure 2a presents the 3-D
map of contact stiffness of the as-deposited MG-560 as an
example, showing apparent heterogeneity. Under the same
conditions, the average contact stiffness values are 8661.7,
9149.7, and 8860.5 N/m for MG-298, MG-560, and MG-596,
respectively, showing a similar Tsub dependence of the hardness
and modulus (Figure S4). To illustrate quantitatively the
different degrees of mechanical heterogeneity, the stiffness
distribution has been determined and is shown in Figure 2b.
The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) is determined to be
6.6%, 11.0%, and 19.2% for MG-298, MG-560, and MG-596,
respectively. It is striking that increasing Tsub enhances the
mechanical heterogeneity instead of homogeneity. This
indicates that the enhanced surface mobility at a high Tsub

causes more diverse distributions of clusters in present system.
Besides, viscoelastic heterogeneity is also observed in all the
MGs (Figure S3),21 and the largest hardness and indentation
modulus are obtained in MG-560 (Figure S4) due to its
reduced free volume and unique packing of clusters.22,23

To reveal the structural origin of the variations of stability
and mechanical heterogeneity with Tsub, the atomic structure
has been investigated by aberration-corrected high-angle
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy

Figure 1. (a−c) In situ XRD patterns. (d) Temperature dependence of the resistivity.

Figure 2. (a) 3-D image of the contact stiffness for MG-560. (b)
Distribution of the contact stiffness for the MGs. HAADF-STEM
images of (c) MG-298, (d) MG-560, and (e) MG-596.
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(HAADF-STEM). All the MGs show heterogeneous contrast
with dark and bright domains at the nanoscale, as seen in
Figure 2c−e, indicating an inhomogeneous distribution of
density and/or chemistry. The spatial heterogeneity, as an
intrinsic characteristic of MGs,24−28 plays an important role in
vibration/relaxation, deformation, and glass formation.29−38

But the correlation between atomic heterogeneity and
ultrastability is elusive. The high-resolution HAADF-STEM
images in Figure 2 unveil that the UMG has an enhanced
degree of heterogeneity at the nanoscale (Figure 2d) compared
with that of MG-298 (Figure 2c). Increasing Tsub from 560 to
596 K leads to a further increased heterogeneous contrast
(Figure 2e) but considerably worsens the thermal stability.
These results suggest that controlling the nanoscale hetero-
geneity is important to enhance stability. In a rapidly quenched
Zr−Cu−Al MG, the dark and bright domains observed in the
HAADF-STEM images are revealed to arise from the clusters
with crystal-like and icosahedron-like orders, respectively.32

Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that bright and dark
domains with the nanometer scale in the HAADF-STEM
images of MG-298 and MG-560 in Figure 2 originate from
different medium-range-order (MRO) clusters with distinct
symmetries and densities.
To check whether the observed heterogeneous contrast in

Figure 2c−e partly arises from chemical fluctuation, STEM-
EDS mapping has been conducted, and the results are shown
in Figure 3. For MG-298 and MG-560, it is impossible to

detect the visible chemical variation correlated with the
heterogeneity (Figure 3a−h). In contrast, MG-596 presents
the most inhomogeneous distributions of Cu/Zr atoms (Figure
3i−k), and a relatively homogeneous distribution of Al atoms
(Figure 3l). Especially in Figure 3j, the aggregation of Cu
atoms is clearly observed at the scale of a few nanometers,
which forms at the cost of Cu deficiency in the surrounding
areas (Figure 3k). A combination of the STEM image and EDS
map of Cu indicates that the bright domains in the STEM
image correspond to the Cu-rich (Zr-poor) regions of the EDS
map. This means that the structural heterogeneity of MG-596
mainly comes from nanoscale compositional fluctuations of
Cu/Zr with a secondary contribution from the change of
distribution in the MRO clusters.

Moreover, the structural/mechanical heterogeneity of MG-
298 and MG-560 (UMG) shows distinct responses to
annealing. As presented in Figure 4a, the statistical distribution

of stiffness becomes slightly changed after annealing at 523 K
(0.75 Tg) for 120 min but broadens obviously after annealing
at 547 K (∼0.78 Tg). This obvious change of mechanical
heterogeneity may relate to the apparent change of the MRO
and β-relaxation process.43 The FWHM can be determined to
be 7.0%, 10.9%, and 9.9% for the MGs annealed at 523, 547,
and 623 K (0.89 Tg), respectively. In contrast, the stiffness
distribution curves show little change for the as-deposited and
annealed MG-560, as seen in Figure 4b, with the FWHM of
around 11.0%, indicating the suppression of the clusters’
rearrangements during annealing. It is interesting to note that
with increasing annealing temperature, the FWHM of MG-298
tends to approach that of the UMG (Figure 4c). In addition,
the correlation length of the stiffness heterogeneity for both
MG-298 and MG-560 shows little change after annealing, as
indicated in Figure 4d. Note that MG-560 shows smaller
correlation lengths than MG-298, which may be associated
with its larger mechanical heterogeneity and denser structure.
The HAADF-STEM observation has been performed for

MG-298 and MG-560 annealed at 547 K for 200 min to reveal
the structural origin of the mechanical heterogeneity change.
From Figure 5a and Figure 2c, the structural heterogeneity at
the MRO scale of MG-298 increases obviously after annealing.
Differently, no apparent change of heterogeneous contrast in
the STEM images can be detected for the annealed MG-560,
as seen from Figure 5b and Figure 2d. The similar change
trends of STEM heterogeneity and stiffness distribution upon
annealing in MG-298 and MG-560 indicate that the
mechanical heterogeneity correlates well with and arises from
atomic heterogeneity at the MRO scale. More detailed local
structure changes upon annealing can be revealed from the
autocorrelation analysis of the HAADF-STEM images, which
can evaluate the degree of structural order.39 The HAADF-
STEM image is divided into 81 square cells with a length of
1.993 nm, which is the typical size of the MRO in MGs.24,28

Figure 3. EDS mappings of each element and the corresponding
HAADF-STEM images of MG-298 (a−d), MG-560 (e−h), and MG-
596 (i−l).

Figure 4. Distribution of the contact stiffness for the as-deposited and
annealed MG-298 (a) and MG-560 (b). (c) FWHM of distribution
for the as-deposited and annealed MGs. (d) Correlation length of the
stiffness images for the as-deposited and annealed MGs.
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From the autocorrelation maps, two kinds of cells (with the
two extreme degrees of structure order in MGs) can be well
identified as illustrated in Figure 5c,d. One is the type A, like
Figure 5c, showing a clear fringe of crystal-like order (the
corresponding FFT pattern in Figure 5e shows diffraction
spots). Another kind of cell (type B) presented in Figure 5d
shows the most disordered maze-like feature with an inner
circular-like fringe (the corresponding homogeneous FFT
pattern is shown in Figure 5f), indicating the most disordered
local structure. All the other cells that cannot be well-defined
are denoted as type C. We have marked the type A and type B
cells by red and yellow boxes, respectively, in the
autocorrelation maps of the as-deposited MG-298 (Figure 5g
transformed from Figure 2c) and MG-560 (Figure 5h from
Figure 2d) and the annealed MG-298 (from Figure 5a) and
MG-560 (from Figure 5b) in Figure S9. For both MG-298 and
MG-560, the total area fraction of the crystal-like-order
domains increases from 8.6 ± 2% to 11.1 ± 2% after
annealing, and the fraction of type B domains decreases
slightly. Moreover, it is noted that the fraction of the type B
domains in as-deposited MG-560 is 51.9 ± 2%, which is much
larger than 32.1 ± 2% of as-deposited MG-298. This indicates
that the type B clusters, as the stability-favored clusters,
dominate the ultrastability of MG-560. And the little change of
the stiffness distribution upon annealing in MG-560, reflecting
the mechanical stability at the scale of a hundred nanometers,
may correlate with its high fraction of type B clusters.
It is well accepted that the formation of ultrastable glasses is

related to the enhanced surface dynamics, which helps atoms

find near-equilibrium configurations. From simulations, the
ultrastable glasses for Lennard-Jones systems have been
revealed to show a more-uniform packing arrangement with
smaller amplitude density fluctuations than the ordinary
glasses.7,20 However, the present work uncovers a novel
UMG state with a more heterogeneous packing at the
nanoscale and the mesoscale. Thus, it seems that the complex
energy landscape of MG systems possesses different ultrastable
states with different heterogeneities.19,20 For the present MG
system, the enhanced heterogeneity relates to the distribution
changes of the types B and C clusters (Figure 5), forming a
stable and complex cluster network. In MGs, solute-centered
clusters are densely packed to constitute different types of the
MRO (such as fcc- and icosahedral-like MROs),24−28 which
form a fractal network.26 Notably, in Cu−Zr MG systems,
simulations reveal that a significant fraction of the icosahedral
cluster exists, forming an interpenetrating string-like backbone
network.31,33,34 It is possible that most of the type B cells are
icosahedron-like clusters, which are energetically and geo-
metrically favorable and long-lived. The significantly enhanced
fraction of type B clusters in the UMG is according to a
simulation work, which reveals that the UMG has a higher
fraction of icosahedral-like clusters than the liquid quenched
MG.20 We argue that the formation of a percolating network of
stability-favored clusters is the key to achieve ultrastability. A
similar percolating model has been used to illustrate the glass
transition of MG.25 The basic idea of percolation model widely
used in disordered conductor/insulator composites is illus-
trated in Figure S10a,b, considering the change of property
with probability of occupied (p) and empty (1 − p) sites. At
low p values, the system is insulated due to the poor
connection. A percolating network can form above the
percolation threshold (pc), permitting conduction. In Figure
5g,h, the packing fraction (ϕ) of the type B cell corresponds to
p, and the percolation threshold corresponds to a critical
volume fraction (ϕc). From Figure 5h, MG-560 has a
considerably higher fraction (51.9 ± 2%) of stability-favored
clusters than MG-298 (32.2 ± 2%), which naturally leads to
formation of a stable percolating backbone network (Figure
5h) permitting ultrastability. Types A and C clusters are mainly
surrounded by the percolating stability-favored clusters that act
as an impediment for further aggregation and growth of types
A and C clusters,18 stabilizing the structure of the UMG most
efficiently. Differently, type C (59.3 ± 2%) instead of type B
clusters (Figure 5g) form a less stable percolating network in
MG-298. From the above results, the percolation threshold of
type B clusters should locate between 32.1 ± 2% and 51.9 ±
2% to create UMG. For MG-596, the nanoscale compositional
fluctuations of Cu/Zr decrease the thermal stability in two
aspects. First, it influences the distribution of clusters and
especially decreases significantly the fraction (∼20%) of the
stability-favored clusters (Figure S11), breaking up the
percolating stable network. Second, the atom segregation
may act as a precursor of crystallization, further decreasing the
thermal stability.
The percolation model not only can explain naturally the

tremendous change of crystallization temperature as a function
of Tsub but also can illustrate why in some MGs ultrastability
cannot be obtained.16,17 Maybe in these systems, there exists
only a few icosahedron-like clusters, which cannot form a
stable percolation network. Moreover, the transition from
ordinary stability to ultrastability with distinct network
structures and mechanical properties in the present MGs

Figure 5. (a, b) HAADF-STEM images of MG-298 K and MG-560 K
annealed at 547 K for 200 min, respectively. The insets are the FFT
patterns. (c, d) Autocorrelation images of the typical type A and type
B cells, respectively. (e, f) FFT patterns of cells from (c, d),
respectively. (g, h) Autocorrelation maps of as-deposited MG-298 and
MG-560, respectively.
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implies a novel glass-to-glass transition driven by varying Tsub,
just as suggested in an organic glass.40 Note that in the Cu−Zr
(Al) systems, liquid-to-liquid transitions with a distinct change
of local structures have been reported from viscosity
measurements.41,42 In the Zr46Cu46Al8 MG ribbon, an
annealing-induced transition of the MRO has been observed,43

indicating the sensitivity of the MRO to temperature in Cu−
Zr−Al system. But the correlation between the liquid−liquid
transition and the present percolation transition from ordinary
MG to UMG remains to be settled.
Besides, the enhanced structural heterogeneity in the UMG

implies the increased distribution of clusters. This is further
supported from the XRD results, which show a larger full-
width at half-maximum of the first peak for the UMG (11.6°
and 13.8° for MG-298 and MG-560, respectively). Thus, the
UMG has a more disordered structure with a shorter
correlation length.24−26 Recently, it has been found that a
larger full-width at half-maximum of the first peak in the XRD
pattern relates to a larger distribution of local clusters, which
results in efficient packing of local structure and thus enhanced
glass forming ability.44 Likewise, we argue that the increased
structural heterogeneity contributes undeniably to the ultra-
stability by enhancing synergistically the dispersity of local
clusters in UMG and promoting a more efficient and frustrated
packing of clusters. In addition, the moderately enhanced
mechanical heterogeneity arises directly from dispersity of local
clusters in UMG.
MG-298 evolves toward a more structurally/mechanically

heterogeneous state upon annealing, which is akin to the
rejuvenation effect (realized by shot-peening, temperature
cycling, etc.) associated with the enhanced structural
heterogeneity.45−47 In the Zr50Cu40Al10 MG, the rejuvenation
effect has been observed after elastic loading, which correlates
with the increased fluctuations of elastic modulus.38 Usually,
two mechanisms ruling physical aging are considered: an
irreversible atomic rearrangement with density changes and a
reversible one relating to the change of short-range order but
without density change.48−50 Particularly a secondary
relaxation process without volume reduction (T/Tg ≥ 0.79
for the Pd77Si16.5Cu6.5 MG) arising from thermal activation of
atomic rearrangements in the medium-range order has been
revealed.51 We argue that the medium-range ordering
mechanism relating to this secondary relaxation process plays
a significant role in the long-time relaxation behavior in MG-
298 annealed at 0.78 and 0.89 Tg. Present results indicate that
the rearrangements of the MRO during relaxation occur
heterogeneously, thus enhancing the structural/mechanical
heterogeneity of MG-298. This feature of relaxation in MGs
has not been observed since previous investigation of the
relaxation mainly by using enthalpy or dynamic mechanical
relaxation methods on liquid-quenched MGs with different
local chemical orders from deposited MG.20,52 In a Zr−Ni MG
film, an annealing-induced increased degree of heterogeneity
has been also observed from the width of the energy spectrum,
which is related to the fractal growth of the solid-like regions.53

Recently, it has been found that preannealing near Tg led to a
shorter relaxation time in a Cu−Zr MG deposited at 0.89 Tg,
different from that of the liquid quenched MG.54 It is unclear
whether the enhanced heterogeneity upon annealing observed
in MG-298 also implies an acceleration of dynamics, which
needs further investigation. In contrast, the slight change of
stiffness distribution after annealing in MG-560 suggests that
the percolating stability-favored cluster network shows a strong

resistance to rearrangement (mechanical stability) at a larger
length scale than for the MRO, which correlates with the
enhanced Tx.
To conclude, the nature of ultrastability and optimality of

0.7−0.8 Tg in an UMG has been uncovered in terms of the
enhanced degree of nanoscale-to-mesoscale heterogeneity and
percolating backbone network formation of stability-favored
clusters. The change of Tx and heterogeneity with Tsub should
closely correlate with the connection of icosahedra-like clusters
and the dispersity of local clusters. The ordinary-ultrastable
transition of stability with a giant change of Tx in MGs can be
deemed as a percolation transition in connection of the
stability-favored clusters. The percolating network of such
clusters suppresses the variation of heterogeneity upon
annealing in the UMG. The enhanced structural/mechanical
heterogeneity after annealing in MG-298 suggests a heteroge-
neous nature of cluster network rearrangements. The present
work offers new insight into the origin of relaxation and
stability of MGs and provides a step toward advanced MGs
with superior stability and performances.
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